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Vampire Savior Goes , 
For The Jugular! (\ 

/ Shots! \ 
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NO COP DEMAND SATISFACTION FROM 

WE REGRET THAT THE CO PROMOTION IS NOT 

<1 WORLD LEAGUE SOCCER ’98 
we Review It - You PLAY It! 

/ <1 BURNING RANGERS 
Sonic Team - 

<1 PLUS: Shining Force 3, 
House of the Dead... AND MORE! 

PUIS! SEGA RALLY 2 INTERVIEW, RIVEN, WLS ’98, CHORO Q, BOMBERMAN WARS, 
DYNAMITE COP 2, ATLANTIS, HOUSE OF THE DEAD GUIDE... AND MORE! 
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Previews 

Reviews 

Regulars 

Playing Tips 



New Machine Revealed on 
may 21! 
SSM editor en route to Tokyo ■ The first 
official announcement is almost upon us ■ 
The FULL report features next month! Yeeesss! 
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Arcade News Game Show News Hair-raising! Competition 

Daytona 2: 
AM2’s coin-op 

Tokyo Game Lee Nutter is Win top World 
Show: Surprises seen across League Soccer 

’98 stuff! sequel arrives! galore! the nation! 

PAGE 08 PAGE 09 PAGE 13 PAGE 14 
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Katana Boxing?| 

As the hype builds up to this 

the announcement in i n 

May, more game details isn t 

emerge on the net... the i 
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Daytona 2 Revealed! 
AM2’s top-secret arcade racer unleashed! ■ World exclusive first screenshots ■ Incredible visu¬ 
als easily surpass coin-op original ■ Summer release planned for Japan. 



Game Show News 

TokyoWf 
Game show ’98 







no Five, count ’em, FIVE games make it into our Out Now sec¬ 

tion this month. More positive proof that news of the 

Saturn’s demise has been greatly exaggerated. 
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You’re Busted! 

No need to lose sleep 

over that broken Saturn. 

There’s a helping hand 

just round the comer! 

maa— 
Nuts Out! 

RUMOURS ARE CIRCULATING ON THE 

Put the 





READERS...ARE YOU LOOKING FOR THE BEST IN SEGA SATURN GAMES AND DEVICES? 

Then look no further than our classified section, every month in Sega Saturn magazine 

WHAT'S m, HM, AM HAS mm W? 
FINISHED IT? DON’T LIKE IT? BORED WITH IT? 

_ CONVER1 

SATURIV 
1) PLAY U.K, U.S 

J&SPEEHCQfclVERSlC 
OR FULL CONVERSIC 

REQUIRES RGB SCART 

rYOUR 
(NOW! 
A JAP - £25.00 
IN SO/AO H7 - £90 00 
ON (1S>2)- £40.00 
FOR NON NTSC TV'S 

ALSO...SATURN 6> 
PLAYSTATION REPAIRS 

FREE ESTIMATES 

TELEPHONE 
MICROMART 

SEGA SATURN,THE UK’S ONLY 
DEDICATED SATURN MAGAZINE 

240,000* gamers look to this page every month 

Do you stock the games they want to buy? Let them know! 
Call Kathryn Clements now on 0171 972 6718 • source ytgi 199; 

4^ SSSiAs, 
SATO*) 

THE OFFICIAL SE 



On the CD... 
SegaFlash#7 

Not a trick! Not an illusion! This issue ot SEGA SATURN MAGAZINE 
conies packaged with the epochal demonstration compact 
disc that is Sega Flash #7! So what’s the deal? Read on... 
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I STYLE | BATTLE RPG 

What?!? Yet another Shining Force 3 preview? Yup, but 

this time we have the fully translated UK game in our 

hands... and it's brilliant! And now, finally, we can tell 

what's actually happening! Good! 

Shining Force 3 

[ The best battle RPG the Saturn’s ever 
seen - Shining Force 3’s cool! 
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t The original Street Fighter 2 returns! 

It's the retro pack we re gagging for! ] 
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In Japan at least, many developers still consider the 

Saturn to be a viable format for their titles. 

Hence Choro Q Park, a racing game from former 

Sony stalwarts - Takara. 

Choro Q 
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Much has been said of Rich's Q+A intros. The phrases "senses-shattering", 
"pulse-pounding" and "reality-rending" have oft been associated with these 
little sections of text right here. But Rich has had enough this month and has 
awayed to a monastery where he can renew his intro-writing capabilities and 
return more powerful than ever! So in the meantime send in some inspirational 
questions to Q+A, SEGA SATURN MAGAZINE, 37-39 Millharbour, London E14 9TZ. 
Email: ssm.gaiecm.emap.com. 
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If the incredible demo on the front cover of this 

month's issue of SSM doesn't do the job of convincing 

you how cool WLS '98 is, maybe this rare glowing 

review will do the trick. 

woifd League 
Soccer'98 

l with every new version of wis as we ve 
received, it's jUSt got better and better! ] 
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WLS ’98 is quite simply the best fOOtie 
sim money can buy, par none; 7 
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J I STYLE | ADVENTURE 

After being lost in development wilderness for what 
seems like an eternity, Cryo Interactive's on/off Saturn 
title, Atlantis, finally sees the light of day this month. 
But can in top the mighty Enemy Zero? 
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We don't know about Courier Crisis, but it definitely 

seems like Sega is having a "creative crisis" when it 

comes to releasing quality PAL games. Where's Dead 

or Alive, Silhouette Mirage and Metal Slug you lot?! 

Courier 
Crisis 
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Vampire Savior 

Import 
It's back by popular demand - the section that tells you EXACTLY which import titles you 

should ferret out. These suckers are never going to get an official release (to the best 

of our knowledge) and ALL Saturn owners should know the power of these titles! 



IMPORT REVIEW \M\ 





IMPORT REVIEW 



SEGA SATURN™ tips 
How can two little pages bring so mnch pain? The codes don't work, they don't exist, they've been changed from the Japanese version, 
we can't find a copy of the game, blah blah, moan, complain, whinge and so-on. Send your tips and queries to: I feel sorry for the Sega 
Saturn Magazine Tips Department what with the number of Saturn games coming out these days and I want to help them fill the sec¬ 
tion, 3T-39 Millharbour, Isle of Dogs, London E14 9T2 

QUAKE 





The House 
of the Dead 

As you'd expect from a game which has emerged from the 
secretive labs of AMI, there's far more to House of the Dead 
than meets the eye. A hod-load of hidden routes and power-ups 
have found their way into the game - and as you've come to 
expect from SEGA SATURN MAGAZINE, we can now reveal all! 





MANOR HOUSE - GROUND FLOOR 



MANOR HOUSE - FIRST FLOOR 

MANOR HOUSE - BASEMENT 

IPLAYERS GUIDEl 







DOME ZONE 
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m PLAYERS GUIDEl 

PANZER DRA 
part 

Last month not only did we give you the full monty on the first CD of Panzer Dragoon Saga, we also gave you the CD to play yourself! 
You can't beat that can you? This month it’s a bit more dreary - just a complete walkthrough to the entirety of Disc Two and a fair old 

amount of Disc Three tool Next month we wrap up the sucka but in the meantime, we continue... 













PLAYERS GUIDE i&i 

THE WALKTHROUGH 3 
Once again, SSM returns with more walkthrough coverage of the Saturn’s greatest adventure, Grandia! This month we finish up Disc 
One and get into Disc Two. There's quite a bit of adventure this month, sometimes going back to maps previously published in SSM. 
So dig out those back issues! RICH LEADBETTER is "Muggins here” who’s done all the dirty work. 
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PLAYERS GUIDE 



IlPLAYERS GUIDE! 



PLAYERS GUIDE m 
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I When Sega of Japan announced the launch of its Die Hard Arcade sequel, the event was to be staged for the press 
on a luxurious ocean liner. Press-ganged and pumped full of drink, our man in Japan got the full lowdown on AMI’s 
fantastic forthcoming fighter! WARREN HARROD reports. 
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